Three-dimensional mapping of marine caves using a handheld echosounder
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ABSTRACT: Mapping survey sites is essential when studying the spatio-temporal distribution of sessile assemblages in submarine or semi-submerged marine caves. Acquiring the necessary topographic measurements is challenging, given that underwater mapping is performed in restricted spaces and with limited time or visibility. This study presents a rapid and cost-effective method for the 3-dimensional mapping and visualization of simple marine caves, where ‘simple’ mainly refers to the absence of a complex dendritic network of conduits. The method can be implemented by 2 divers using a regular dive line, an inexpensive handheld echosounder, and standard diving equipment. Source data are particularly compact and designed for ease of underwater acquisition, and post-survey processing is automatically performed by the accompanying customized software. The output is a scaled 3-dimensional model of the surveyed cave, which can be viewed from any particular orientation. It can be sliced to depict the horizontal zonation patterns of benthic assemblages, or used to extract approximate estimates of passage cross-sectional area. The method can assist the sampling design of ecological studies with minimum allocation of mapping resources and help the evaluation of topographic features that may affect the spatial distribution of marine biota.
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INTRODUCTION

Submarine, semi-submerged and anchialine caves are an integral part of the rocky coastline, especially in regions with extended distribution of limestone (Lewin & Woodward 2009). Triggered by breakthrough developments in diving apparatus during the mid-1940s, several studies have investigated the faunal composition and community structure of marine caves (e.g. Pérès & Picard 1949, Laborel & Vacelet 1958, Riedl 1966) and reported on the spatio-temporal variability of cave-dwelling assemblages (Martí et al. 2004, Bussotti et al. 2006). Cave studies brought to light unique benthic communities of special scientific interest (Harmelin et al. 1985, Vacelet et al. 1994) and a previously unknown stygobiotic (cave-exclusive) fauna, particularly in anchialine systems (Jaume & Boxshall 2005, Iliffe & Kornicker 2009). Marine caves have been identified as important biodiversity reservoirs (Gerovasileiou & Voultsiadou 2012) and there is evidence of temperature-induced changes in cave-dwelling communities, which include species that could be used as indicators for monitoring climate trends (Chevaldonné & Lejeusne 2003).

Topographic and physico-chemical characteristics of the seabed can significantly affect the spatial structure of marine biota. The development of species, assemblages and growth forms is influenced by depth (Garabou et al. 2002), orientation (Dellow & Cassie 1955), slope (Bell & Barnes 2000a,b, Virgilio et al. 2006) and topographic complexity (Bell & Smith 2004), which can modify illumination, current flow, and sedimentation rate. Within caves, small-scale topographic variability induces sharp environmental gradients, generating spatial heterogeneity of benthic assemblages (Sará 1962, Benedetti-Cecchi et al. 1997).
It is thereby not surprising that virtually any attempt to study cavernicolous benthic communities includes a mapping component to produce a spatial model of the cave that puts the observed gradients in biological and abiotic parameters into context. Standard cave mapping methods include the measurement of inclination, bearing and length of passages, coupled with spatial information at selected stations that describes the distance to the cave walls (Worthington 1987). Data are then manually compiled to produce 2-dimensional (2D) cross-sections of the study area (Proctor & Smart 1989). Building upon the variety of survey methods, access points and hardware options available to terrestrial cave or groundwater channel mapping (e.g. Sellers & Chamberlain 1998, Poole et al. 2011), several software platforms have been developed for the generation of 3-dimensional (3D) cave models (see references in Boggus & Crawfis 2009 for a complete software list).

These modeling tools, however, are not properly adjusted for underwater biological sampling conditions, where hardware options, survey time, suitable reference points and data resolution are significantly limited. The goals and sampling scale of underwater biological cave research differ from terrestrial cave exploration endeavors. Research teams cannot always allocate the time and assets required by large-scale underwater mapping surveys (Am Ende 2001) or remotely operated options (e.g. Fairfield et al. 2007). In situ biological research in marine caves is logistically challenging and cave mapping has generally been accommodated by manually drawn 2D cross-sections of the study area (Onorato et al. 1999, Cicogna et al. 2003, Bussotti et al. 2006), while 3D aspects of the cave are rarely visualized (Gili et al. 1982). As demonstrated by Wunsch & Richter (1998) and Scheffers et al. (2003), researchers can greatly benefit from simple, inexpensive, easily implemented solutions for the exploration and rapid, digital reconstruction of coral reef cavities.

This study presents a rapid, cost-effective method for the 3D mapping and visualization of simple marine caves, where ‘simple’ mainly refers to the absence of a complex dendritic network of conduits and an overall shape that can be approximated as a series of successive passages. The method is applicable both to underwater and semi-submerged caves, has a minimum environmental footprint and can be implemented by 2 divers over 1 to 2 dedicated dives. It requires a regular dive line, an inexpensive handheld echosounder and standard diving equipment. The output is a scaled, digital, 3D representation of the surveyed cave, which can be manipulated into plan and profile views or used to extract approximate estimates of passage cross-sectional area.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Rationale**

Speed, cost-effectiveness and ease of underwater implementation are the main objectives. Therefore, mapping must be based on the minimum topological data that can be gathered manually and rapidly with off-the-shelf equipment. Moreover, given the narrow time margins and the physiological challenges associated with underwater surveys, the complexity of logged data and the amount of information that has to be relayed among divers must also be minimal. This implies that the reference points relative to which measurements are taken must be as intuitive to the divers as possible. The latter is of particular importance, considering that divers must concurrently gather data that are referenced to different coordinate systems: a Cartesian one that describes the direction and inclination of successive passages (as well as the divers’ current position within the passage) and a polar coordinate system, centered on the diver, which facilitates measurement of the radial distances to passage walls at each increment along the mapping path. Assuming that caves will commonly have an inclination from horizontal (dip), a measurement system with 6 degrees of freedom is created that must be managed under adverse time or visibility conditions.

The proposed scheme is designed to reduce the logistics down to a few measurements that are easy to acquire, and to shift most of the complexity to the post-survey processing stage that is automatically performed by the accompanying software. The method’s backbone is the establishment of a reference system using a regular dive line (rope) that is marked with distance indicators, which is stretched along the survey path starting from the cave entrance (Fig. 1). If the cave topography or length limits the use of a single rope, mapping is performed incrementally; after mapping the first segment, the reference rope is redeployed in a ‘broken stick’ fashion, i.e. the ending point of the initial rope is the starting point of the next. While swimming right next to the rope and at any arbitrary point along its length, the radial distance to the walls is measured with the handheld echosounder at angles which are easily determined empirically (e.g. top, left, bottom, right, corresponding to 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°, respectively).
Mapping equipment

Next to standard SCUBA equipment, such as a magnetic compass and dive computer, the materials needed are (1) a dive reel with calibrated line, i.e. a lightweight and neutrally-buoyant rope with distance markers every 1 to 2 meters; (2) a Hondex PS-7 200 kHz portable echosounder or equivalent; (3) a tape measure as backup to the echosounder and (4) a dive slate. Floats and a waterproof range finder are also needed when mapping semi-submerged caves. A GPS device is necessary for recording the geographic coordinates of the cave when back at the sea surface.

Process description (simulated data)

The mapping scheme was experimentally tested under field conditions on 3 marine caves located in the North Aegean Sea. In this section, simulated data are initially used for a step-by-step description of the method's implementation. This was done to illustrate aspects of the mapping scheme and source data requirements which were not necessarily fully exploited during the field surveys. The experimental layout and 3D models of the marine caves mapped during the actual field surveys are presented under ‘Results’.

Fig. 1. Set up of the main coordinate system at the cave entrance. Two ropes are visible: the reference rope that runs across the cave and a secondary vertical line that spans from the sea surface to the entrance’s floor, used only to provide a mounting basis. In the image, the diver on the left is acquiring a radial measurement at 0 m (distance on rope) and 90° angle (left), using the handheld echosounder.

Fig. 2. Survey methods for rapidly mapping an underwater cave (simulated data). (a) The rope used for establishing the coordinate system is deployed in a ‘broken stick’ fashion (blue line), and cross-sectional measurements are acquired at chosen longitudinal intervals using the handheld echosounder (red patches). The green marker denotes the cave entrance and the red square represents the splitting node. Annotation numbers ‘1’ and ‘2’ are the unique rope IDs, marking the different ropes used. (b) The processing software parses the survey data and automatically creates the 3D mesh, while preserving the scale, depth, azimuth, and inclination of cave passages. Source data are listed in Table 1.
The simulated scenario entails the mapping of a 30 m long, fully submerged cave with one entrance, consisting of 2 successive passages. The survey is performed by 2 divers and is accomplished over 2 separate dives. The sampling layout is shown in Fig. 2a, and Table 1 lists the full extent of topographic measurements, formatted exactly as required by the processing software.

The first dive is dedicated to a preliminary investigation of the survey site. Given that the underwater cave may not offer a line-of-sight connection between its entrance and innermost point (Fig. 2), mapping is performed by splitting the survey path into 2 consecutive segments. An intermediate station along the cave is identified as the splitting node according to the following criteria: (1) the point offers line-of-sight with both ends of the cave, (2) it provides convenient ground for securing the rope, and (3) selection of the point’s location is such that it does not result in overlapping cross-sectional measurements, which are not supported by the processing software. Cave wall complexity is also assessed, in order to identify areas with abrupt local changes in topography that require higher sampling resolution.

On the follow-up dive, the mapping survey starts from the cave entrance where the first objective is to establish the zero reference point. During descent, a regular dive line is deployed that spans from the sea surface to the cave entrance in order to provide a mounting point for the reference rope (Fig. 1). Alternatively, the mounting line can be fixed on 2 points across the cave entrance. Diver 1 secures one end of the reference rope on the mounting line, while Diver 2 swims inside the cave and towards the predefined intermediate node, holding the other end of the rope. Once the rope is stretched along the passage and fixed on both ends, only 4 straightforward measurements are required to fully define the rope’s 3D position in space (Table 1): Diver 1 logs the rope start depth (−5 m) and bearing relative to north (10°), while Diver 2 logs the rope end depth (−15 m) and start-to-end length (20 m). The latter is readily determined by the distance indicators that run along the rope.

With the coordinate system in place, the divers meet up at the cave entrance to start logging the radial measurements. These are acquired by swimming along the rope (following its inclination) and stopping at any arbitrary interval, based on the desired longitudinal resolution. In this example, 6 cross-sections were mapped for the first passage (Fig. 2a), spaced at intervals that ranged from 1 to 5 meters. Note that the last cross-section was acquired 1 m before the rope end (distance on rope = 19 m, Table 1), in order to avoid an overlapping measurement with the first cross-section of the upcoming rope deployment. Cross-sections are always mapped on a plane perpendicular to the sea surface, irrespective of rope inclination (Fig. 2a, top view), which significantly simplifies and speeds up data acquisition. In practical terms, the handheld echosounder is held on the vertical plane, and pointed at various angles. A maximum of 8 angles per cross-section are supported: top, left, bottom, right, as well as 4 in-between angles. These angles can all be easily determined empirically underwater. Any combination of angles may be selected according to the desired resolution per cross-section, as indicated by the missing radial measurements in Table 1. This adds to the overall flexibility of the method. For each cross-section, logged data are limited to the radial measurements and the distance.

Table 1. Source data for creating the cave model depicted in Fig. 2 (simulated cave). The first 7 columns are rope metadata; note that parent ID is always 0 for the root rope. The last 8 columns are the echosounder radial measurements across 8 possible angles. Angles for which no measurement was taken are left blank.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rope ID</th>
<th>Start depth (m)</th>
<th>End depth (m)</th>
<th>Bearing (° relative to north)</th>
<th>Parent ID</th>
<th>Rope length (m)</th>
<th>Distance on rope (m)</th>
<th>Angle of radial measurement (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>−5</td>
<td>−15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45 90 135 180 225 270 315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>−10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4.5 3 3 4.5 4 4 6 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulated scenario entails the mapping of a 30 m long, fully submerged cave with one entrance, consisting of 2 successive passages. The survey is performed by 2 divers and is accomplished over 2 separate dives. The sampling layout is shown in Fig. 2a, and Table 1 lists the full extent of topographic measurements, formatted exactly as required by the processing software.

The first dive is dedicated to a preliminary investigation of the survey site. Given that the underwater cave may not offer a line-of-sight connection between its entrance and innermost point (Fig. 2), mapping is performed by splitting the survey path into 2 consecutive segments. An intermediate station along the cave is identified as the splitting node according to the following criteria: (1) the point offers line-of-sight with both ends of the cave, (2) it provides convenient ground for securing the rope, and (3) selection of the point’s location is such that it does not result in overlapping cross-sectional measurements, which are not supported by the processing software. Cave wall complexity is also assessed, in order to identify areas with abrupt local changes in topography that require higher sampling resolution.

On the follow-up dive, the mapping survey starts from the cave entrance where the first objective is to establish the zero reference point. During descent, a regular dive line is deployed that spans from the sea surface to the cave entrance in order to provide a mounting point for the reference rope (Fig. 1). Alternatively, the mounting line can be fixed on 2 points across the cave entrance. Diver 1 secures one end of the reference rope on the mounting line, while Diver 2 swims inside the cave and towards the predefined intermediate node, holding the other end of the rope. Once the rope is stretched along the passage and fixed on both ends, only 4 straightforward measurements are required to fully define the rope’s 3D position in space (Table 1): Diver 1 logs the rope start depth (−5 m) and bearing relative to north (10°), while Diver 2 logs the rope end depth (−15 m) and start-to-end length (20 m). The latter is readily determined by the distance indicators that run along the rope.

With the coordinate system in place, the divers meet up at the cave entrance to start logging the radial measurements. These are acquired by swimming along the rope (following its inclination) and stopping at any arbitrary interval, based on the desired longitudinal resolution. In this example, 6 cross-sections were mapped for the first passage (Fig. 2a), spaced at intervals that ranged from 1 to 5 meters. Note that the last cross-section was acquired 1 m before the rope end (distance on rope = 19 m, Table 1), in order to avoid an overlapping measurement with the first cross-section of the upcoming rope deployment. Cross-sections are always mapped on a plane perpendicular to the sea surface, irrespective of rope inclination (Fig. 2a, top view), which significantly simplifies and speeds up data acquisition. In practical terms, the handheld echosounder is held on the vertical plane, and pointed at various angles. A maximum of 8 angles per cross-section are supported: top, left, bottom, right, as well as 4 in-between angles. These angles can all be easily determined empirically underwater. Any combination of angles may be selected according to the desired resolution per cross-section, as indicated by the missing radial measurements in Table 1. This adds to the overall flexibility of the method. For each cross-section, logged data are limited to the radial measurements and the distance.
along the rope where these measurements were
taken, counting from the rope start.

After mapping the first cave passage, the reference
rope (or a second one if available) is redeployed
along the second cave segment in a ‘broken stick’
manner (Fig. 2), i.e. the second rope (child) starts
exactly where the initial rope (parent) ended. This
parent-child hierarchy minimizes the number of
measurements needed to position the new rope in 3D
space, and references all new cross-sectional meas-
urements back to the cave entrance. For any child
rope, divers only have to measure the new bearing
(20°), end depth (−10 m), and start-to-end length
(14 m, Table 1). Start depth is automatically deter-
mined by the processing software based on rope con-
nectivity, and is not required for child ropes. Cross-
section mapping is then performed according to the
described procedures. When back at the surface, the
geographic coordinates of the cave entrance are
logged using a regular GPS device.

**Post-survey processing**

Data processing and visualization are performed
with a custom software script written in MATLAB
(Mathworks), which is provided in the Supplement
at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/m486p013_supp/
The only input data required are the topographic
measurements of Table 1, formatted as displayed
therein and saved as a standard MS Excel file,
including the table’s headers. If a single rope was
used for mapping the cave, the lines corresponding
to rope 2 are removed from the source file; for more
than 2 ropes, extra lines are added in a similar for-
mat. The main formatting requirements are that the
initial (root) rope, which is placed at the cave
entrance, must appear first in the data table, and that
parent ropes are listed prior to their children.

Data analysis is a 3 stage process, involving the
reconstruction of the cave geometry based on the
actual measurements, the interpolation of these
measurements to create the basis for the exterior 3D
mesh, and the visualization of the final model includ-
ing all intermediate steps. All 3 stages are automati-
cally computed, requiring no user intervention. The
software initially parses the data file and determines
the total number of ropes used, their direction and
inclination, as well as their connectivity. A Cartesian
coordinate system is established, where the positive
x-axis points east, the positive y-axis points north
(magnetic), and the z-axis represents depth, with
zero at the sea surface and negative values underwa-
ter (Fig. 2b). The starting point of the root rope is
fixed at \((x, y, z) = (0, 0, z_s)\), where \(z_s\) is the rope start-
ing depth, and ropes are sequentially positioned in
space according to their connectivity, bearing,
length, and inclination. This produces a simple line
map, i.e. a scaled representation of the cave as a
series of inter-connected line branches. Starting from
the cave entrance and walking along each rope, the
software then resolves the geometry of the radial
measurements and positions the cross-sections
accordingly. Each cross-section is interpolated using
parametric splines that create a smoothed closed
curve that follows the empirical radial measure-
ments, and a 3D mesh is created around the cave by
joining the successive cross-sections. The mesh is
then refined to produce the final model (Fig. 2b).

**RESULTS**

Three marine caves situated in Lesvos and Agios
Efstratios islands, North Aegean Sea, were used to
test the validity and repeatability of the mapping
scheme. Agios Vasilios (38°58’ 13.25’’ N, 26°32’
30.46’’ E) and Fara (38°58’ 11.64’’ N, 26°28’ 39.54’’ E)
are totally submerged caves at an average depth of
30 and 14 m respectively, whereas Ftelio (39°30’
13.74’’ N, 24°58’ 16.44’’ E) is a shallow semi-sub-
merged cave with a narrow entrance, ending in a
larger chamber with an internal shore (Fig. 3a−c).
Each cave was mapped over the course of 2 dives
using a single rope deployment. The rope was
stretched at sea level in the semi-submerged Ftelio
cave and distance to the ceiling was measured with a
range finder. For all caves, a maximum of 5 radial
measurements were logged per cross-section. These
were acquired at longitudinal intervals that varied
from 0.5 to 5 m, depending on the local topographic
complexity. Overall, a total of 9, 10, and 19  cross-
sections were measured for Agios Vasilios, Fara, and
Ftelio, respectively (Fig. 3).

The final 3D models of the surveyed caves are
shown in Fig. 4. These were produced using the
accompanying MATLAB-based processing script.
Each model is scaled and can be viewed from any
particular orientation in space, or sliced to illustrate
the internal cave morphology (Fig. 4d−e). Alongside
the final 3D model, the software also renders all
intermediate topographic data and processing steps,
starting with the reference rope and building up to
the raw radial measurements and the interpolated
cross-sections, as well as the initial mesh prior to its
final refinement.
In addition to providing a scaled representation of the surveyed cave, the 3D model can also be used to depict particular biological features on the corresponding wall sectors. As an example, a sliced model of Agios Vasilios cave is shown in Fig. 5, where the horizontal biological zonation of benthic assemblages along the entrance–interior axis is visualized, using data from a broader biological study performed at the surveyed marine caves (V. Gerovasileiou & E. Voultsiadou unpubl.). The cross-sectional area at various longitudinal distances along the cave is also computed automatically (Fig. 5, inset).

**DISCUSSION**

Topographic complexity is a key factor affecting the distribution of biota in underwater environments. Marine caves in particular often host localized pockets of organisms, which are either absent from or exist only sparsely in nearby locations (Roff & Zacharias 2011). The local presence of strong physicochemical gradients is reflected in patterns of biological spatial variability that is manifested as distinct zones within the cave (Riedl 1966). These patterns typically differ among and within caves, thus resulting in a wide variety of cave environments that are
characterized by high levels of individuality (see Bussotti et al. 2006 and references therein for details). Therefore, the commonly used exterior–interior zonation scheme may not always be an effective approach for all cave types (Parravicini et al. 2010), and a description of the cave topography prior to the actual survey can greatly assist the sampling design. While light is the determining abiotic parameter for algal communities near the entrance, animal-dominated communities inside the cave seem to be mainly dependent upon the site-specific geomorphology (Martí et al. 2004). Topography-induced changes in abiotic parameters and associated modifications in food or larval supply have a variable effect on the distribution of different sessile invertebrate assemblages (Riedl 1966), as well as their morphology and structural complexity within a cave (Pouliquen 1972, Zibrowius 1978, Bell 2002). The exact mechanisms underlying this biological spatial variability are poorly understood (Benedetti-Cecchi et al. 1997, Martí et al. 2004), but there is general consensus that ecological interactions need to be examined in the particular topographic context.

The described method directly addresses this need, by providing an adaptable mapping scheme for producing a realistic representation of the underwater cave in a rapid and cost-effective manner. As demonstrated by the field trials, the method is applicable both to fully and semi-submerged marine caves, requiring a small number of dedicated dives and readily available equipment. The resulting 3D models can help the evaluation of particular topographic features or overall cave morphology that may be driving the observed composition and spatial distribution of marine biota. Fichez (1990) suggested a direct connection between the cave profile and the horizontal stratification of water masses that created oligotrophic conditions at specific sectors of the cave.
Further studies showed that a descending floor profile may indicate entrapment of cold water, which, when combined with the darkness of the inner sectors, simulates deep-sea conditions even in shallow water caves (Vacelet et al. 1994, Harmelin & Vacelet 1997). These important attributes of the survey site can be assessed directly with this cost-effective method, given that the cave is drawn to scale and at its natural inclination, while the depth coordinates (i.e. slope) of the ceiling and floor profiles can be readily extracted from the respective longitudinal slices (see Fig. 2b). Contrary to a 2D schematic of the cave, a 3D model can illustrate more clearly whether a particular cave sector—or the entire cave morphology—a 3D model can illustrate more clearly whether a particular cave sector—or the entire cave morphology—functions as a sediment trap, thus explaining the local presence of distinct benthic communities (Zabala & Gili 1985, Bibilioni et al. 1989). Cross-sectional area and orientation of cave passages are also provided, which can be combined with additional in situ measurements of water flow or illumination to quantitatively examine the effects of abiotic parameters and local cave morphology on the ecological patterns observed.

Capitalizing on the versatility of computer-generated graphics, the cave models can be rendered to depict the particular biological assemblages characterizing each sector (Fig. 5) or be sliced to reveal details of the internal morphology that are difficult to review in 2D, such as walls with negative inclination and overhangs. These features of topographic heterogeneity affect illumination levels locally, with overhanging walls and cave ceilings supporting more sciaphilic assemblages than the sub-vertical and horizontal ones (Laborel & Vacelet 1958). The 3D representation of the survey site provides a valuable basis for the monitoring of individual caves over time and enhances the dissemination of scientific results to the wider community.

Source data are particularly compact and carefully selected for ease of underwater acquisition. The coordinate system is established mainly through measurements of depth and length, which are easily acquired using the dive computer and by visual inspection of the rope distance markers, respectively. The only angle measurement required is the rope bearing that is determined with a compass. The inclination angle, which is harder to ascertain, is completely ignored during the underwater survey and is determined by the processing software via the rope start depth, end depth, and start-to-end length. Moreover, the reference rope does not have to be centered on the cave axis, nor follow the actual inclination of the cave, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Divers are free to establish a rope layout that is adapted to the particular site, while leaving all geometric calculations to the processing software. The handheld echosounder provides a convenient means of acquiring radial distances, but can easily be replaced by a tape measure in cave sectors where the rugged wall morphology hinders reliable acoustic measurements. Equally important is that the scheme allows the in situ determination of required resolution, allowing the divers to adjust both the longitudinal intervals and the detail in angular measurements during the actual sampling dive. In our field surveys, a moderate number of 9 to 19 cross-sections were necessary to depict the caves adequately with a maximum of 5 angular measurements per cross-section. Longitudinal resolution was higher (1 m) in areas of abrupt local changes in topography and lower (4 to 5 m) in the smoother cave sections.

In terms of source data maintenance, the cross-sections that need special attention are those at the innermost wall, at the intermediate node (if more than one rope is used), and at sections where the cave has abrupt changes in bearing, i.e. at steep curves. Specifically, a phantom cross-section with small radial measurements is required at the innermost wall in order for the mesh to close properly (see the last row in Table 1). Also, radial measurements close to rope nodes or steep curves must be spaced close enough so that the model can follow the curve realistically, but cross-sections must not overlap, given that the mesh is constructed by connecting the successive cross-sections. These constraints are assessed during the preparatory dive, but manual corrections can be applied during post-survey processing.

Although able to rapidly produce a scaled model that is valuable for assessing the local effects of topography on hard substrate biota, the presented mapping scheme is not designed for fine-scale accuracy. Being a manual implementation, the method is prone to errors associated both with the position of divers within the cave and the position of measuring equipment (echosounder, tape measure or range finder) relative to the rope axis. Crude estimates of the longitudinal distance at which a cross-section was measured introduce bias into the cave model, while not adequately stretching the reference rope also has a negative effect on the output. Although it is theoretically feasible to map particularly long caves, the practicality of the method in such cases is limited, considering the logistics of managing the successive ropes accurately and the accumulation of
errors over repeated rope deployments. The latter, however, is not particular to this method, but rather embedded in any cave mapping effort where there is no means of acquiring intermediate reference points objectively. Am Ende (2001) used magnetic beacons and dedicated surface teams to periodically reset the respective errors, but this approach is clearly beyond the specifications of a rapid and cost-effective mapping scheme. Future experiments with controlled variability in sampling configurations would help to quantify the relative importance of the aforementioned parameters.

The accuracy of produced cross-sections depends on the number of radial measurements, which is limited to 8 possible entries per cross-section. This number and the radial directions were purposely selected to serve the rapid and manual implementation objectives, but this directly imposes an upper limit in the maximum resolution achievable. However, considering the typically large beam width of handheld echosounders (20 to 30°) and that the acoustic beam spreads with distance, increasing the number of radial measurements does not necessarily improve the output resolution. Unless acquired at a short distance from the wall, closely-spaced successive radial measurements practically overlap.

The method can benefit from future improvements that would allow the mapping of vertical passages and caves of complex morphology with multiple junctions. The latter requires a more elaborate underwater management of the manually established coordinate system and a different approach in data processing. In the current implementation, the mesh is created by joining the successive cross-sections; this allows a computationally inexpensive and unsupervised reconstruction of the cave model, but cannot handle the depiction of junctions. Heuristic algorithms for reconstructing a 3D object from a non-gridded cloud of point measurements are available (e.g. Bernardini & Bajaj 1997, Bernardini et al. 1999, Amenta et al. 2001, Holenstein et al. 2011), yet their implementation is challenging where source data are noisy or extremely sparse. Ultimately, increasing underwater site complexity compromises the use of manual and cost-effective sampling approaches. Moreover, complex sites are likely to require a higher degree of user intervention during the site-specific post-survey processing stage. Although the method presented here is not able to handle all types of underwater sites, it provides an easily implemented mapping solution to a variety of marine caves, facilitating the study of cavernicolous hard-substrate communities.
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